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Poetry has been an integral part of Welsh culture from at least 
the middle of the sixth century onward when cerdd meant both 
“song” and “poem.”1 This is one reason that vocal music is so domi
nant in Wales. Indeed, the bardd (bard) was an important and highly 

decorated member of the Court, and to this day, the highest honor conferred 
at the National Eisteddfod (arts festival) is to a poet.2 The Welsh language, 
therefore, is integral to the preservation of culture and national identity, a 
fact that partially explains why Wales has had relative success at its attempts 
at language revitalization and preservation.3 The language, however, has also 
been one of the reasons why Welsh art song has not penetrated far beyond 
its borders. Welsh, a Celtic language distantly related to Scottish Gaelic and 
Irish, can seem intimidating to the nonspeaker, and thus, without access to 
native speakers and without readily available translations and transcriptions, 
Wales’s vocal music has been confined to its home country. This article aims 
to correct that unfortunate situation by offering an introductory guide to 
Welsh language, phonetics, and lyric diction.

WELSH LINGUISTIC HISTORY

Welsh, a Celtic language on the Brythonic branch, is most closely related to 
Cornish and Breton, two languages spoken by very few people in Cornwall, 
England and Brittany, France, respectively.4 Welsh is spoken by roughly 20% 
of people in Wales and a handful of people in Patagonia, Argentina,5 though 
many more have a working knowledge of the language through compulsory 
language education in school.6

Welsh linguistic history is very much intertwined with Wales’s political 
history. Until Roman arrival to Britain around 50 BC, Celtic languages 
were the only ones spoken on the British Isles. After the appearance of the 
Romans, and subsequently the Anglo Saxons around 450 AD, the Celts were 
pushed to the fringes of the islands (what is now Wales, Scotland, Ireland, 
and Cornwall), where they remained largely unassimilated by the conquering 
civilizations even through the Norman conquest of 1066.7 In 1542, Henry 
VIII of England officially annexed Wales and exported his new brand of 
Protestantism to the region. The publication of the first Welsh language Bible 
and the establishment of circulating Welsh language schools, helped Welsh 
flourish and gain in stature.8 It was also the language of choice for the new 
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nonconformist churches (Methodist and Presbyterian), 
which saw a considerable revival in the nineteenth cen
tury and served as a center for Welsh culture.9 

However, with the onset of the Industrial Revolution, 
English administration and control of the region in
creased. Migration, paired with newly designed educa
tion policies, had devastating effects on the language.10 
It is estimated that in 1800, 80% of people in Wales 
spoke Welsh;11 by 1911, around 50% did;12 and the 2011 
census reported that only 19% of people in Wales were 
Welshspeaking13 (though that estimate is likely to be 
low).14 Despite this, and perhaps even because of this 
decline, the Welsh language has remained a central part 
of retaining Welsh culture and heritage.15

Welsh has a number of interesting linguistic features, 
though most important to lyric diction are the different 
registers and dialects of the language. There are three 
accepted registers of Welsh: literary, formal/educated, 
and colloquial, each differing in syntax, vocabulary, mor
phology, and phonology.16 Two major spoken dialects, 
Northern and Southern Welsh, also exist and vary in 
vocabulary, syntax, and phonetics.17 Unlike British or 
American English, where a “standard” or neutral form 
of speech is recognized (Received Pronunciation and 
Standard American English, respectively), a contro
versial standard Welsh or Cymraeg Byw (living Welsh) 
is far less firmly established and was initially codified 
as an instrument for language education.18 A standard 
pronunciation does seem to be slowly emerging in for
mal, public spheres like broadcasting (partly in tandem 
with said education policies), and rather than leaning 
toward one dialect or the other, it aims for full phonetic 
realizations of the written form.19

Due to the lack of a well established standard lan
guage, in this article I have had to make choices. Those 
have been made on the basis of what most closely 
resembles the orthography (and thus the “standard”), 
what English speakers might best be able to produce, 
and what singing considerations must be taken into 
account. Generally speaking, the Northern variety 
maintains most phonetic coherence between the writ
ten and spoken forms and thus will serve as our basic 
model.20 However, the Southern vowel system is less 
complex and easier for English speakers to pronounce. 
I have therefore chosen to use it here as the basis for the 
vowels of Welsh lyric diction. 

A final area of interest is the prevalence of borrowed 
words in Welsh. Welsh has been in close contact with 
English for centuries, and consequently has adopted many 
English words into its vocabulary. When words are loaned 
to Welsh, their sounds are frequently loaned as well.

WELSH PHONOLOGY AND PHONETICS

An effort was made in the early twentieth century to 
codify the spelling of Welsh, the result of which is that 
Welsh is largely what nonlinguists would call a phonetic 
language.21 Welsh uses the Roman alphabet as the basis 
for its orthography, but has made additions and changes 
to it. Once these changes are understood, the language 
is quite phonetic.22 Welsh has some nonEnglish sounds 
that will be familiar to those that have sung in Parisian 
French ([χ]) and Russian ([ɨ]), as well as some unfamiliar 
sounds such as the voiceless trill [r̥], the lateral fricative 
[ɬ], and voiceless nasal consonants [n̥], [m̥], and [ŋ̊]. 
Like German, Welsh employs vowel length distinctions 
that are contrastive (affecting the meaning of the word), 
and it sometimes uses a diacritical mark [ˆ] to indicate 
length. The Welsh alphabet also utilizes several digraphs 
(two letters that represent one sound): ch, dd, ff, ng, ll, 
ph, rh, and th. These digraphs represent one distinct 
sound, though unlike most languages, they do appear in 
the alphabet as a letter and thus also in the dictionary.23

The Welsh Alphabet

The Welsh alphabet appears in the following order: a b c 
ch d dd e f ff g ng h i j l ll m n o p ph r rh s t th u w y. Note: 
there is no k, x, or z, the placement of ng is unexpected, 
and j is employed only in loan words. As mentioned, the 
digraphs appear in the alphabet itself and this must be 
taken into account when using a traditional dictionary. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the sounds of Welsh and their 
placement on the International Phonetic Alphabet vowel 
and consonant charts, respectively.24

Diacritical Marks

Welsh has two principal diacritical marks: the circum
flex [ ˆ ] and the diaresis [  ̈ ]. The circumflex is used to 
indicate vowel length (see “Vowel Length” below); the 
diaresis indicates the syllabic separation of two adjacent 
vowels. For instance, ion would be pronounced [ˈjo:n], 
but the addition of the diaresis on the first vowel sepa
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rates the initial vowels into two syllables producing ïon 
[ˈi:ɔn] “ion.” Welsh has two more diacritical marks that 
are used very sparingly: the grave [ ˋ ] and acute [ ˊ ] 
accents. The grave accent is used to denote a short vowel, 
especially in monosyllables, so that, for example, còg 
[khɔg] “cog” and cog [kho:g] “cuckoo” are differentiated, 
while the acute accent is used to denote a stressed final 
syllable that is simultaneously a short vowel, for example 
ffarwél [farˈwɛl] “farewell.”25

Stress

Stress almost always occurs on the penultimate syllable 
in Welsh; however, as in all languages, there are excep
tions. Stress is on the final syllable for verbs ending in 
(h)au (caˈsáu “to hate” or mwynˈhau “to enjoy”); in some 
words where the vowels have merged into a diphthong 
(Cymˈraeg “Welsh”), some adverbs that were originally 
two words (ymˈlaen “forward”); and for most words 
beginning with ys, ym, and yngh (yˈsgrech “scream,” 
ymˈhell “far,” and yngˈhyd “together”).26 Additionally, 
emphatic personal pronouns usually have stress on the 
final syllable (myˈfi, tyˈdi, hyˈni, eˈfe, nyˈni, chwyˈchi, hwynt-
ˈhwy).27 Finally, stress can vary for foreign words accord

ing to that language and in certain exception words such 
as mam-ˈgu “grandmother” and pen-ˈglin “knee.” Often, 
a circumflex [ˆ] will be used on long vowel (briˈgâd “bri
gade”) and an acute accent [ ˊ ] will be used on a short 
vowel (ffarˈwél “farewell”) to indicate irregular stress.

Vowel Length

Most Welsh vowels appear in pairs of long and short and 
the quality of the vowel changes along with the length, 
so that closed vowels appear mostly as long vowels and 
open vowels appear mostly as short vowels (apart from 
/a/ and /ɨ/ which do not change in quality). Only [ə] 
is unpaired and is always short. The constraints that 
determine vowel length involve stress, diacritical marks, 
and phonotactics. 

Multisyllabic words in Welsh employ only short vow
els (though there are exceptions), so vowel length is at 
play only when dealing with monosyllabic words.28 Here 
vowels can be long/closed or short/open depending on 
the circumstances, and vowel length is contrastive (e.g., 
ar [ar] “on” vs. âr [ˈa:r] “arrable”). The circumflex is used 
in such instances, but for some words where there is no 
short or long counterpart, it is omitted (for instance in tir 
[ti:r] “land”), thus making its use somewhat inconsistent. 

Vowels in unstressed position (both in unstressed 
monosyllables and multisyllabic words) only appear as 
short and open, for example, allan [ˈaɬan] “open,” anferth 
[ˈanvɛrθ] “huge,” and am [am] “for.” In stressed position, 
however, the sound following the vowel determines 
length. In monosyllables, when a vowel is followed by a 
consonant cluster, the vowel is short and open; however, 
when it is followed by a single consonant, the kind of 

i:      ɨ:* / ɨ*  u:
  ɪ    ʊ
 e:     ə  o: 
   ɛ   ɔ 
    a: / a

Figure 1. The vowels of Welsh in IPA (*appear in Northern 
Welsh only).

Figure 2. The consonants of Welsh in an adapted IPA chart

Bilabial
Labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar Lateral
Palato-

alveolar
Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Stops p b t d k g
Affricates† tʃ dʒ
Fricatives f v θ ð s z ɬ ʃ χ h 
Liquids r̥ r  l
Nasals m̥ m n̥ n ŋ̊ ŋ
Glides  w  j

(As in the IPA chart, the symbols on the left indicate voiceless sounds. †Occur in loanwords only.)
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consonant determines vowel length. A vowel followed 
by a voiceless stop (p /p/, t /t/, c /k/)29 or by m [m] and 
ng [ŋ] is short, while a vowel followed by a voiced stop 
(b [b], d [d], g [g]) or fricative (ff [f], th [θ], s [s], ch [χ], 
f [v], dd [ð], ll [ɬ]) is long. Liquids (r /r/ and l [l]) and 
the remaining nasal n [n] cause the previous vowel to 
be either long or short and sometimes the circumflex 
will be employed to make this distinction (môr [ˈmo:r] 
“sea” vs. mor [ˈmɔr] “how/so”).30 Beyond this, there is 
no easy way to determine length in these situations, 
so a dictionary with phonetic transcription or speaker 
must be referenced. If the stressed vowel is in an open 
syllable (i.e., not followed by a consonant), it is long 
and closed. Figure 3 offers a summary of vowel length 
rules for stressed monosyllabic words and some example 
words for illustration.31

As mentioned, in multisyllabic words, vowels are 
generally short regardless of what the following conso
nants are, for example, athro [ˈaθrɔ] “teacher,” eisted-
dodd [ɛ͜iˈsthɛðɔð] “I sat,” and archfarchnad [arχˈvarχnad] 
“supermarket.” Some exceptions occur with borrowed 
words, and may be indicated by the use of the circum
flex to indicate stress and length, for instance racŵn 
[raˈkhu:n] “racoon.”32 Another exception is when two 
vowels appear together but don’t form a diphthong (see 
“Welsh Diphthongs” below). In this case, the first vowel 

is long, while the second is short, for instance bwa [ˈbu:a] 
“bow” and rheol [ˈr̥e:ɔl] “rule.” 

Finally, it is important to remember that the central 
vowel [ə] does not participate in this process as it does 
not have a long counterpart, and that the /a/ and /ɨ/ 
vowels can be long or short according to these rules, 
but that the quality does not change. While these vowel 
length rules are complicated, they are vital to correct 
pronunciation as they affect vowel quality in addition 
to length.

WORD-INITIAL CONSONANT MUTATION

Like other Celtic languages, Welsh has wordinitial 
consonant mutation. This means that under certain syn
tactic, morphological, and phonological circumstances, 
the initial consonant of the word changes but the word 
meaning does not.33 This change is depicted in the 
spelling, so, while for singing diction purposes it is not 
important to understand why and when these mutations 
occur, it is vital to know what the mutation patterns are 
so that words may be looked up accurately in a diction
ary. Many online dictionaries are able to take mutation 
into account, but in traditional paper dictionaries, the 
root version of the word must be looked up rather than 
its mutated version. 

FIGURE 3. Vowel length in stressed monosyllables.

Vowel followed by: Length Examples

Consonant cluster Short pont [ˈphɔnt] “bridge”
gwallt [‘gwaɫt] “hair”

Voiceless Stops: p /p/, t /t/, c /k/ and m [m], ng [ŋ] Short toc [ˈthɔk] “soon”
pam [‘pham] “why” 

Voiced Stop: b [b], d [d], g [g] Long mab [ˈma:b] “son”
cig [ˈkhi:g] “meat”

Fricative: ff [f], th [θ], s [s], ch [χ], f [v], dd [ð], ll [ɬ] Long hoff [ˈho:f] “favorite”
dydd [ˈdi:ð] “day”
bach [ˈba:χ] “small”

Liquids: r /r/, l [l] and n [n] Short or 
Long

gwyn [ˈgwɪn] “white”
gwin [ˈgwi:n] “wine”
byr [ˈbɪr] “short”
pur [ˈpi:r] “pure”

Zero (open syllable) Long ci [ˈkhi:] “dog”
lle [ˈɬe:] “place”
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There are three kinds of mutation in Welsh: soft muta
tion (SM), which occurs most frequently, nasal mutation 
(NM), and aspirate mutation (AM). Each one creates a 
different type of sound change as dictated by different 
circumstances, but it is important to remember that this 
sound change does not affect meaning. Only consonants 
undergo mutation, and in fact, not all consonants can be 
affected by mutation, nor do these consonants undergo 
all types of mutations. Figure 4 provides a summary of 
the mutations according to type and letter, along with 
some example words and their mutations.

WELSH VOWELS

The Welsh alphabet has seven vowel letters: a, e, i, o, u, 
w, y, and each of these letters can be given the aforemen
tioned diacritical marks. When vowels appear adjacent 
to one another, but do not form diphthongs (see below), 
the second vowel is open. Both long/closed and short/
open vowels will be described, but the vowel length rules 
outlined above must be applied in order to determine 
whether an open or closed vowel is to be used.

A

The letter a can be pronounced as long [a:] or short [a]. 
In unstressed position, the vowel quality remains and 

never gets reduced to [ə]. It can appear alone, as part of a 
diphthong (see “Diphthongs” below), and can also bear 
a circumflex (â), a dieresis (ä), and an acute accent (á).

Examples: 
[a:]  bach [ˈba:χ] “small” / cân [ˈkha:n] “song” 
[a]  cymanfa [khəˈmanva] “assembly” / bwytäwr 

[bʊ̮iˈthaʊr] “eater” / casáu [kaˈsa̮i] “to hate”

E

The letter e can be pronounced as long [e:] or short 
[ɛ]. It can appear alone, as part of a diphthong, and can 
also bear a circumflex (ê), a dieresis (ë), and an acute 
accent (é).

Examples: 
[e:]  ef [ˈe:v] “him” / peth [ˈphe:θ] “thing” / sêr 

[ˈse:r] “star” 
[ɛ]  wele [ˈwɛlɛ] “behold” / ymbarél [əmbaˈɾɛl] 

“umbrella” / dilëydd [dɪˈlɛɪð] “eraser”  

I

The letter i can be pronounced as long [i:] or short [ɪ], 
and as a glide [j]. It can appear alone, as part of a diph
thong, and can also bear a circumflex (î), a dieresis (ï), 
and an acute accent (í). While unstressed i is usually 
pronounced as [ɪ], it is frequently pronounced as a short 

Figure 4. List of mutations in Welsh by spelling/IPA and mutation type.*

Original spelling/IPA SM NM AM

c / [k] g / [g] ngh / [ŋ̊] ch / [χ]
p / [p] b / [b] mh / [m̥] ph / [f]
t / [t] d / [d] nh / [n̥] th / [θ]
g / [g] Ø (disappears) ng / [ŋ] 
b / [b] f / [v] m / [m] 
d / [d] dd / [ð] n / [n] 
m / [m] f / [v]  (mh / [m̥])
ll / [ɬ] l / [l]  
rh / [r̥] r / [r]  
n / [n]   (nh / [n̥]) 

(1)  ci [ˈkhi] “dog” SM: gi [ˈgi] NM: nghi [ˈŋ̊i] AM: chi [ˈχi] 
 gwallt [ˈgwaɬt] “hair” SM: wallt [ˈwaɬt] NM: ngwallt [ˈŋwaɬt] AM:  
 mam [ˈmam] “mother” SM: fam [ˈvam] NM:  AM: mham [ˈm̥am]

*Adapted from King, Modern Welsh, 15.
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tense vowel [i] in wordfinal position. Additionally, i 
is silent when following an s in the same syllable (see 
“Fricatives” below).

If the letter i is in syllableinitial position and followed 
by another vowel, it becomes a glide [j] (e.g., iawn [ˈja͜ʊn] 
“well”). If, however, it does not appear in syllableinitial 
position and is followed by another vowel, it is a stressed 
[i:] (e.g., diolch [ˈdi:ɔlχ] “thank you”). Determining 
whether i appears syllableinitially naturally depends 
on correct syllabification, so word stem and suffix issues 
must be taken into account. The musical setting will also 
help to determine if the i vowel is syllabic or consonantal.

Examples: 
[i:]  idd [ˈi:ð] “to” / hir [ˈhi:r] “long” / elît [ɛˈli:t] 

“elite” / difrïo [dɪvˈri:ɔ] “abuse” 
[ɪ]  impio [ˈɪmpjɔ] “bud” / bir [ˈbɪr] “short” / diddorol 

[dɪˈðɔɾɔl] “interesting”
[i] cochi [ˈkhɔχi] “to cook” / arholi [arˈhɔli] “to 

examine” 
[j]  iechid [ˈjɛχɪd] “health” / geiriadur [gɛ̮iɾˈjadɪr] 

“dictionary”

O

The letter o can be pronounced as long [o:] or short 
[ɔ]. It can appear alone, and as part of a diphthong, and 
can also bear a circumflex (ô), a dieresis (ö), and a grave 
accent (ò).

Examples: 
[o:]  oll [o:ɬ] “all” / dod [ˈdo:d] “coming” / tôn [ˈtho:n] 

“tune” / egöydd [ɛˈgo:ɪð] “egoist” 
[ɔ]  porth [ˈphɔrθ] “door” / hofio [ˈhɔvjɔ] “hoe” / clòs 

[ˈkhlɔs] “close” 

U

The letter u is pronounced differently in North and 
South Wales. In South Wales, it is pronounced exactly 
the same as the letter i and follows the same length and 
occurrence rules (though it does not appear in glide 
form). In North Wales, however, it can be pronounced 
as long [ɨ:] and short [ɨ]. I strongly advise that a South
Walian pronunciation be the choice while singing. It is 
difficult for some nonWelsh speakers to produce the 
NorthWalian version of this letter correctly, and the 
discomfort paired with the tenseness of the vowel can 

lead to less than ideal singing. Thus, I will describe this 
vowel according to Southern Welsh rules.34

The letter u can appear alone, and as part of a diph
thong, and can also bear a circumflex (û) (though it is 
very rare) and a dieresis (ü). Like i, final unstressed u is 
usually short but tense [i].

Examples: 
[i:]  un [ˈi:n] “one” / hufen [ˈhi:vɛn] “cream” / llu [ˈɬi:] 

“color” / düwch [di:ʊχ] “blackness” 
[i]  caru [ˈkhaɾi] “to love” / adeiladu [adɛ͜iˈladi] 

“to build” 
[ɪ]  urdd [ˈɪrð] “guild” / pump [ˈphɪmp] “five” / 

modur [ˈmɔdɪr] “motor”

W

The letter w can be pronounced as long [u:] or short [ʊ] 
and as a glide [w]. The vowel can appear alone, as part 
of a diphthong, and it can also bear a circumflex (ŵ). If 
the letter w is in syllableinitial position or following a g, 
and is followed by another vowel, it becomes a glide [w] 
(e.g., wedi [ˈwɛdi] “after”). If, however, it does not appear 
in syllableinitial position (other than following g) and is 
followed by another vowel, the letter w is stressed and is 
produced as a long, tense [u:] (e.g., rŵan [ˈru:an] “now”). 
[w] occurs most commonly following the letter g and 
can even appear in the middle of a consonant cluster as 
in gwneud [ˈgwnɛ̮id] “to make.”

Examples: 
[u:]  drws [ˈdru:s] “door” / mwg [ˈmu:g] “smoke” / 

dŵr [ˈdu:r] “water” / tatŵ [thaˈthu:] “tatoo” 
[ʊ]  wrth [ˈʊrθ] “against” / trwm [ˈthrʊm] “heavy” / 

hwnnw [ˈhʊn:u] “that one” 
[w]  werth [ˈwɛrθ] “worth” / gwallt [ˈgwaɬt] “hair” / 

gwŷdd [ˈgwi:ð] “wild”

Y

The letter y is the only vowel that varies in quality 
beyond length considerations. It can have several dif
ferent pronunciations. The first is as a short, mid vowel: 
the schwa [ə]. The second is like the letter u, and thus 
differs between North and South Wales. In South Wales 
[i:] and [ɪ] are used, while in North Wales [ɨ:] and [ɨ] 
are used. Again, I recommend using the South Walian 
pronunciation.
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The letter y can appear alone, and as part of a diph
thong, and can also bear a circumflex (ŷ). If the letter y 
appears in the last syllable of a word, or in a monosyl
lable, it is pronounced as the letter u is (i.e., as [i:]/[ɪ] in 
the South and /ɨ/ in the North). Additionally, when y 
appears as part of a diphthong, it usually acts as the let
ter u does. In all other situations, the schwa [ə] is used. 
There are, however, some exceptions to this rule, for 
instance in some common monosyllables: fy [və] “my,” 
dy “your,” y “the,” yr “the,” yn “in,” and syr “sir,” which 
are all pronounced using the schwa.

Examples: 
[ə] ysgol [ˈəsgɔl] “school” / llygad [ˈɬəgad] “eye” / 

hydref [ˈhədrɛv] “autum” / fy [və] “my” 
[i:] dyn [ˈdi:n] “man” / hŷn [ˈhi:n] “old” / tŷ [ˈthi:] 

“house” / ysbyty [əˈsbəthi] “hospital” 
[ɪ] bryn [ˈbrɪn] “hill” / plentyn [ˈphlɛnthɪn] “children” 

/ gofyn [ˈgɔvɪn] “to ask”

WELSH DIPHTHONGS

In South Wales, there are two groups of diphthongs; 
in North Wales, there are three. Both dialects use 
diphthongs that move to [i] and [ʊ] (see Figures 5 and 
6), while the Northern dialect also has diphthongs 
that move to [ɨ].35 As with monophthongs, I will detail 
the Southern diphthong patterns here.36 Surprisingly, 
diphthongs are usually short in Welsh, and some have 
several different spellings, while others have only one. 
If vowels appear adjacently in combinations other than 
those listed above, then they form two separate syllables, 
for example, huan [ˈhi:an] “sun” and bwa [ˈbu:a] “bow.” 

Most diphthongs are pronounced as would be expected 
from their monophthong vowel counterparts. There are 
some dialect variations in both Northern and Southern 
Welsh, but the standard is to adhere to the orthography. 

The letters w and y prove complicated within the 
context of diphthongs. To begin, the spelling wy can 
be pronounced as a diphthong [ʊ͜i] or as a glide [w] + 

Figure 5. Diphthongs that move to [i].

Sound Spelling Example words

[a͜i] ae ael [a͜il] “brow” / gwaed [ˈgwa͜id] “blood”
Exceptions: aeron [ˈɛ͜iɾɔn] “berries” / daear [ˈdɛ͜iar] “earth”

ai ail [ˈa͜il] “second” / sain [ˈsa͜in] “sound”
au aur [ˈa͜ir] “gold” / haul [ˈha͜il] “sun”

[ɛ͜i] ei tei [ˈthɛ͜i] “tie” / breichiau [ˈbrɛ͜iχja͜i] “arms”
eu euog [ˈɛ͜iɔg] “guilty” / neud [ˈnɛ͜id] “to make”

[ɔ͜i] oe oer [ˈɔ͜ir] “cold” / coed [ˈkhɔ͜id] “trees”
oi troi [ˈthrɔ͜i] “turn” / ffoi [ˈfɔ͜i] “to flee”

[ʊ͜i] wy/ŵy wyth [ˈʊ͜iθ] “eight” / llwyd [ˈɬʊ͜id] “grey” / mwy [ˈmʊ͜i] “more”
Exceptions: g+wy: gwyrdd [ˈgwɪrð] “green”

Figure 6. Diphthongs that move to [ʊ].

Sound Spelling Example Words

[a͜ʊ] aw Awst [ˈa͜ʊst] “August” / brawd [ˈbra͜ʊd] “brother”
[ɛ͜ʊ] ew tew [ˈtʰɛ͜ʊ] “fat” / llewa [ˈɬɛ͜ʊa] “to devour”
[ɪ͜ʊ] iw lliw [ˈɬɪ͜ʊ] “color” / niwl [ˈnɪ͜ʊl] “fog”

-yw| byw [ˈbɪ͜ʊ] “to live” / cyw [ˈkʰɪ͜ʊ] “chick”
[ə͜ʊ] yw + C/V tywallt [ˈthə͜ʊaɬt] “to pour” / llywodraeth [ɬə͜ʊˈɔdra͜iθ] “government”
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vowel. In most situations, wy is pronounced as a diph
thong (swyn [ˈsʊ͜in] “charm”), especially if the w has a 
circumflex (gŵyl [ˈgʊ͜il] “festival”). However, when wy 
follows g, the w becomes a glide (gwynt [ˈgwɪnt] “wind”). 
Additionally, as a reminder, if the y of a [w]+y combina
tion appears with a circumflex, then the following vowel 
is a long and tense [i:] (gwŷdd [ˈgwi:ð] “wild”), otherwise 
the vowel is short and lax [ɪ] (gwyn [ˈgwɪn] “white”). 

Likewise, the reverse combination of yw is compli
cated. When yw is in an open syllable, the diphthong [ɪ͜ʊ] 
is produced as in rhyw [ˈr̥ɪ͜ʊ] “gender/some” (note that 
the stem remains the same when a suffix is added as in 
rhywbeth [ˈr̥ɪ͜ʊbɛθ] “something”). Conversely, when yw is 
followed by another sound, a diphthong [ə͜ʊ] is produced 
as in cywladu [kʰə͜ʊˈladi] “to naturalize.” 

WELSH CONSONANTS

Most consonants in Welsh are pronounced as would 
be expected by English speakers, though they are more 
consistent and phonetic than in English. As indicated 
earlier, there are eight digraphs: ch, dd, ff, ng, ll, ph, rh, 
and th, which will be outlined below.

Stops: p = [ph]/[p], t = [th]/[t], c = [kh]/[k], b = [b], 
d = [d], g = [g]

The voiceless stops in Welsh (p, t, c) are aspirated 
in all positions except final, thus creating [ph], [th] 
and [kh] wordinitially and medially, and [p], [t], [k] 
wordfinally.37 The voiceless stops [b], [d], [g] are often 
devoiced when speaking, especially in final position, but 
when singing, full voicing is more desirable.

Affricates: j = [dʒ], tch/tsi = [dʒ]
[tʃ] and [dʒ] are not native sounds to Welsh, though 

they are used in plenty of borrowed words. [dʒ] has its 
own letter spelling (j) as in jam [ˈdʒam] “jam,” but [tʃ] 
does not. It can sometimes be spelled as tsi or tch, as in 
tsips [ˈtʃɪps] “chips” and cwtch [ˈkhʊtʃ] “safe space.”38

Fricatives: ch = [χ], dd = [ð], f = [v], ff = [f], h = [h], ll = 
[ɬ], ph = [f], s = [s], si = [ʃ], th = [θ]

Most fricatives are produced as expected, though it is 
worth pointing out that ch [χ] really is uvular in produc
tion, not velar. The only variation that occurs is with 
the letter s. It is pronounced as [s] in most situations, 
except when followed by i in syllableinitial position. 

The si combination produces [ʃ], where the i is silent 
(siop [ˈʃɔp] “shop”). 

The production of the lateral fricative ll [ɬ] is not as 
difficult as it might seem. Place the tongue as if saying l, 
and then send air down the sides of the tongue. It does 
sound similar to [ç], but the important difference is that 
air travels down the sides of the tongue, not the center.

Liquids: l = [l], r = [r]/[ɾ], rh = [r̥]
rh [r̥] is a voiceless rolled [r]. It is not a difficult sound 

to produce if one is already able to produce [r]: simply 
roll the r without vocal fold phonation. Additionally, 
r can be either rolled [r] or flipped [ɾ]. Generally, it is 
flipped in intervocalic position and when accompanied 
by another consonant. This is not a dialect or language
wide rule, however, so discretion can be used as to what 
is vocally, musically, and expressively most appropriate.

Nasals: ng = [ŋ], ngh = [ŋ̊], m = [m], mh = [m̥], 
n = [n], nh = [n̥]

Another hallmark of Welsh is the voiceless nasal con
sonants. They appear only wordinitially as a result of 
nasal mutation (NM) and are spelled with the addition 
of an h after the nasal consonant (mh, nh, ngh). They 
can be pronounced as voiceless nasals [ŋ̊], [m̥], [n̥] or 
as voiced nasals immediately followed by [h] as in [mh], 
[nh], and [ŋh]. 39 Either method is acceptable in spoken 
Welsh, so I would encourage the singer to experiment 
and find the method of production that best fits their 
voice. The voiceless nasals are produced by shaping the 
vocal tract for normal voiced nasal consonants ([m], [n], 
and [ŋ]), but not engaging the vocal folds for vibration. 
The result sounds like air being blown through the nose 
with different points of closure in the mouth. 

Voiced nasals in Welsh behave mostly phonetically, 
except for ng. Like English, it can be difficult to deter
mine if an ng should be pronounced as the digraph [ŋ] 
angen [ˈaŋɛn] “to need” or as [ŋg] dangos [ˈdaŋgɔs] “to 
show” (i.e., as two separate letters n and g, where the 
n assimilates to the placement of the g). A dictionary 
should be referenced in these circumstances.

Glottal stop: Like English and German, the glottal stop 
[ʔ] does not appear as a letter in the alphabet in Welsh 
but is used in the language before vowelinitial words. 
My recommendation would be to use it sparingly for 
expressive purposes only and certainly not before every 
vowelinitial word.
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Dialect variation: As with any language, there are dia
lectic conventions and variations as well as colloquial
isms that should be avoided in singing diction unless 
a particular dialect affect is desired. In spoken Welsh, 
final voiced fricatives (f [v] and dd [ð]) are frequently 
dropped, producing [ˈkhartrɛ] instead of [ˈkhartrɛv] (car-
tref “home”) and [fɔr] instead of [fɔrð] (ffordd “way”).40 
In sung Welsh, these final fricatives should be fully 
pronounced. Additionally, the plural noun ending -au 
[a͜i] is often produced as [ɛ] in spoken Welsh but should 
have its full diphthong realization in sung Welsh (for 
example, ffrindiau “friends” [ˈfrɪndjɛ] vs. [ˈfrɪndja̮i]).

EXPRESSIVE USE OF 
DICTION IN WELSH

A final area of discussion is how diction can be used to 
enliven expression in Welsh. The principal vehicle for 
bringing attention to certain words is consonant length. 
Like German, Welsh consonants can be lengthened for 
expressive purposes. Initial consonants can be length
ened before the beat, while orthographically doubled 
consonants and voiceless stops when preceded by a 
stressed vowel can also be doubled. Remember never to 
lengthen a consonant following a long vowel, however. 
The choice of whether to lengthen a consonant must be 
made on the basis of how important a word is in the text. 
Singers must be careful not to overuse this technique, 
both so as not to interrupt the legato singing line, and 
so as not to dilute its power. Finally, glottal stops can be 
added to important vowelinitial words both to highlight 
them and to set them apart from previous words, though 
this should be used sparingly, and less than would be 
used in German.

CREATING IPA TRANSCRIPTIONS

The following will serve as a guide for creating IPA 
transcriptions of Welsh texts.

1. To begin, write out the poem in Welsh: 

Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

2. Determine word stress: 

ˈCariwch, ˈmedd ˈDafydd, fy ˈnhelyn i ˈmi,

3. Next, transcribe only the consonants, bearing in mind 
the consonant rules described above: 

[kh r χ m ð d v ð v n̥ l n m] 
Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

4. Then, determine if any i or u vowels are actually glides 
by assessing if they appear syllableinitially: 

[kh rj χ m ð d v ð v n̥ l n m] 
Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

5. Determine vowel length for monosyllables by apply
ing the rules described above: 

[kh rj χ m :ð d v ð v n̥ l n m :] 
Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

6. Based on vowel length, determine and insert cor
rect vowel: 

[ˈkharjʊχ ˈme:ð ˈdavɪð və ˈn̥ɛlɪn i ˈmi:] 
Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

7. Look for any opportunities where expressive conso
nant lengthening could occur: 

[ˈkharjʊχ ˈme:ð ˈdavɪð və ˈn̥:ɛlɪn i ˈmi:] 
Cariwch, medd Dafydd, fy nhelyn i mi,

RESOURCES

A number of resources are available both online and in 
printed format for further study of Welsh diction and 
language. Among the most important resources for 
any singer is a good dictionary. The Geiriadur Prifysgol 
Cymru41 is the foremost historical dictionary and their 
online version is an excellent resource. One diction
ary with phonetic transcriptions does exist (The Welsh 
Learners Dictionary),42 but it does not employ IPA and 
does not offer vowel length distinctions, so care should 
be taken when using it as a reference. Also invaluable are 
recordings. Perhaps Wales’s most famous singer is Bryn 
Terfel, a native Welshspeaker himself. His recordings 
of Welsh vocal music are a wonderful place to start to 
explore both the repertoire and diction.43 Other tireless 
promoters of Welsh vocal music, particularly of the art 
song genre, are Jeremy Huw Williams44 (a native Welsh 
speaker) and Elin Manahan Thomas.45
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APPENDIX

Sample Transcriptions and Translations

Below is a sample transcription and translation to a popular Welsh hymn, “Calon Lân” (Pure Heart). The text for 
this Welsh hymn was written by Daniel James (Gwyrosydd) in the 1890s and is sung to the tune “Calon Lân” by 
John Hughes. It has been made famous as the anthem of the Welsh rugby union and is sung before every test match.

 [nɪd ʊ͜:in ˈgɔvɪn ˈbə͜ʊɪd ˈmɔ͜iθɪs]
1. Nid wy’n gofyn bywyd moethus,
 Not am I asking life luxurious,
 (I am not asking for a luxurious life,)

 [ˈʔa͜ir ə ˈbi:d na͜i ˈbɛrla͜i ˈma:n]
 Aur y byd na’i berlau mân:
 Gold (of)  the world nor its pearls fine;
 (The world’s gold nor its fine pearls;)

 [ˈgɔvɪn ˈʊ͜:iv am ˈgalɔn ˈhaphɪs]
 Gofyn wyf am galon hapus,
 Ask I am for heart happy,
 (I ask only for a happy heart,)

 [ˈkʰalɔn ˈɔnɛst ˈkʰalɔn ˈla:n]
 Calon onest, calon lân.
 Heart honest, heart pure.
 (A honest heart, a pure heart.)

 [ˈkʰalɔn ˈla:n ən ˈɬa͜un da͜iˈɔni]
Chorus: Calon lân yn llawn daioni,
 Heart pure (is) full (of) goodness
 (A pure heart full of goodness,) 

 [ˈthɛkʰaχ ɪ͜:ʊ na:r ˈlɪli ˈdlo:s]
 Tecach yw na’r lili dlos:
 Fairer is it than the lily pretty
 (Fairer than the pretty lily,) 

 [dɪm ɔnd ˈkʰalɔn ˈla:n aɬ ˈgani]
 Dim ond calon lân all ganu
 Nothing but heart pure can sing
 (Nothing but the purest heart can sing) 

 [ˈkhanir ˈdi:ð a: ˈχanir ˈno:s]
 Canu’r dydd a chanu’r nos.
 Sing the day and sing the night.
  (Sing through the day and sing through 

the night.)

 [phe: dəˈmɪnʊn ˈɔlɪd ˈbədɔl]
2. Pe dymunwn olud bydol,
 If I wished riches worldly,
 (If I wished for worldly riches,)

 [ˈhɛdɪn ˈbi:an ˈganðɔ ˈsi:ð]
 Hedyn buan ganddo sydd;
 (To) seed would with them become
 (They would all go to seed)

 [ˈgɔlɪd ˈkʰalɔn ˈl:an rɪnˈwɛðɔl]
 Golud calon lân, rinweddol,
 Riches heart pure, virtuous
 (The riches of a pure and virtuous heart)

 [ən ˈdʊ͜in ˈbəθɔl ˈɛlu ˈvi:ð]
 Yn dwyn bythol elw fydd.
 Will steal eternal profit will it.
 (Will eternally profit.)

 [Chorus]

 [ˈhʊ͜ir a ˈbɔrɛ fə nəˈmɪnjad]
3. Hwyr a bore fy nymuniad
 Late and morning my wish
 (Evening and morning, my wish)

 [ˈɛsgɪ͜ ar aˈdɛnɪ̮ð ˈkha:n]
 Esgyn ar adenydd cân
 Rising on (the) wing (of) song

 [ar i ˈðɪ͜ʊ ɛrˈmʊ͜in və ˈŋ̊ɛ͜idwad]
 Ar i Dduw, er mwyn fy Ngheidwad,
  To God, for my Salvation
 (To God, who is my Salvation)

 [ˈrɔði i mi ˈgalɔn la:n]
 Roddi i mi galon lân.
 Give to me heart pure.
 (Give me a pure heart.)

 [Chorus]


